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 MyCentralJersey.com reports that Bridgewater-Raritan High School in Bridgewater, New 
Jersey was closed Friday after officials received a tip from a student that a high-school 
junior was planning a “Columbine” style attack. (See item 25) 

 According to the Press-Enterprise, U.S. Forest Service investigators say the 7,128-acre 
Sheep Fire that threatened Lytle Creek and Wrightwood in the San Gabriel Mountains, 
California was human-caused and likely arson. The October blaze that took seven days to 
put out destroyed one home and four buildings in an eight-mile swath through the San 
Bernardino National Forest. (See item 40) 
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Energy Sector 

Current Electricity Sector Threat Alert Levels: Physical: ELEVATED, 
Cyber: ELEVATED 
Scale: LOW, GUARDED, ELEVATED, HIGH, SEVERE [Source: ISAC for the Electricity Sector (ES-ISAC) - 
[http://www.esisac.com]  

1. December 15, Columbus Dispatch – (Ohio) Toxic leak prompts evacuation of 4,000 
on East Side. Heartland Petroleum officials say they are working on plans to prevent 
another toxic gas leak such as the one that caused the evacuation of 4,000 people from 
the refinery’s East Side neighborhood the morning of December 14. “It’s important to 

http://www.dhs.gov/
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note that this occurred because of a power outage. If the outage had not occurred, this 
would not have happened,” the Heartland chief financial officer said. The power failure 
“initiated our restart process,” he said, causing “a gasket to blow.” A spokeswoman for 
American Electric Power (AEP) said a squirrel tripped a breaker at 7:53 a.m. “But it 
wasn’t a sustained outage,” she said. “The breaker reset itself within five to 10 
seconds.” The Heartland chief financial officer said Heartland is “working with AEP to 
get on a better grid” to prevent further power outages. Heartland’s plant removes sulfur 
and other chemicals from motor oil so it can be used again. Hydrogen sulfide is created 
during the process that separates sulfur from the oil. 
Source: 
http://www.dispatch.com/live/content/local_news/stories/2009/12/15/gas_leak.ART_A
RT_12-15-09_B3_OIG0I7E.html?sid=101 

2. December 15, WTXF 29 Philadelphia – (Pennsylvania) Strong smell reported in 
South Philly. Numerous people have reported a strong, gas-like smell spreading 
through South Philadelphia on the morning of December 15. Fox 29 has contacted 
Philadelphia Gas Works. PGW says it does not believe PGW is the source of the smell, 
but they do have procedures in place to deal with this type of situation. PGW has crews 
in the area investigating, but cannot say if there is any gas leak. PGW says it received 
about one-hundred calls in one-hour about the smell. Officials believe mist in the air 
may be pushing the odor from Southwest Philadelphia to South Philadelphia. 
Source: 
http://www.myfoxphilly.com/dpp/news/local_news/South_Philadelphia_Gas_Smell_12
_15_09 

3. December 15, Cape Cod Today – (Massachusetts) Fuel oil spill at New Bedford 
fishing pier. The Coast Guard continues to investigate a diesel fuel spill in the New 
Bedford, Massachusetts inner harbor on December 14, 2009. “Coast Guard 
investigators are working closely with the Massachusetts Department of Environmental 
Protection to identify the source of the spill,” said the commanding officer of Coast 
Guard Sector Southeastern New England. “Although most of the sheen can not be 
recovered and is dissipating quickly through natural processes, the Coast Guard has 
opened the Pollution Fund, a federal fund set aside to cleanup oil spills, to recover the 
few patches that are recoverable.” The Coast Guard contracted Frank Corp. 
Environmental Services to clean up a small patch of fuel about 50 yards along the 
shoreline in Fairhaven, Massachusetts that was deemed recoverable. Absorbent pads 
will be left in the area overnight. Coast Guard investigators from Marine Safety Office 
Providence are working with local New Bedford facilities and ships that transited the 
area, collecting samples to try and determine where the spill originated. Local partners 
in the investigation include Massachusetts Department of Environmental Protection and 
Fairhaven Harbor Master. 
Source: http://www.capecodtoday.com/blogs/index.php/2009/12/14/fuel-oil-spill-at-
new-bedford-fishing-pi?blog=53 

4. December 14, UpstateToday.com – (South Carolina) Large fuel tanks removed 
following fire in Seneca. Crews at the former Lowry Oil Company in Seneca used a 

http://www.myfoxphilly.com/dpp/news/local_news/South_Philadelphia_Gas_Smell_12_15_09
http://www.myfoxphilly.com/dpp/news/local_news/South_Philadelphia_Gas_Smell_12_15_09
http://www.capecodtoday.com/blogs/index.php/2009/12/14/fuel-oil-spill-at-new-bedford-fishing-pi?blog=53
http://www.capecodtoday.com/blogs/index.php/2009/12/14/fuel-oil-spill-at-new-bedford-fishing-pi?blog=53
http://www.dispatch.com/live/content/local_news/stories/2009/12/15/gas_leak.ART_ART_12-15-09_B3_OIG0I7E.html?sid=101
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crane to load and remove two large storage tanks, which once contained a fuel additive, 
following a fire that started below the tanks earlier this month. 
Source: http://www.upstatetoday.com/news/2009/dec/14/large-fuel-tanks-removed-
following-fire-seneca/ 

5. December 14, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency – (Northern Mariana Islands) 
EPA fines CUC for failing to submit facility oil spill response plan. The U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Monday fined the Commonwealth Utilities 
Corp. (CUC) $29,000 for failing to meet the requirements of a stipulated order seeking 
to reform and bring into compliance CUC’s five power plants and an oil transfer 
pipeline. Specifically, the penalty is for failing to submit a satisfactory facility response 
plan as outlined in the order. The order required CUC to submit a facility response plan 
for its Lower Base power plants by July 9, 2009. The plan was submitted by CUC. 
However, on September 17, 2009, the EPA disapproved the initial submitted plan and 
provided CUC with 20 days to correct and resubmit the plan. CUC did not resubmit a 
corrected plan to the EPA. CUC owns five power plants on the islands of Saipan and 
Rota. The EPA has found that CUC has caused discharges of harmful quantities of oil 
into the nearshore waters and shorelines. In addition to past oil releases and the ongoing 
threats of oil releases from these facilities, CUC has failed to prepare and implement oil 
spill prevention plans for each of its five power plants and a facility response plan at its 
main power plant in Saipan, which is near Tanapag Harbor. The plans must document 
that a facility has the necessary resources and equipment to respond to a worst case 
discharge at the facility, such as those that can be caused by typhoons and earthquakes. 
The plan also requires the facility to conduct drills, exercises and training to ensure 
prompt and effective response to small, medium and large oil spills. 
Source: 
http://yosemite.epa.gov/opa/admpress.nsf/0/6A6E6FFAF266B9498525768D0001C212 

6. December 12, Grand Island Independent – (Nebraska) Valve failure thought to be 
cause of Wood River ethanol spill. An ethanol spill at the Pioneer Trail plant in Wood 
River is believed to have been caused by a failed valve on a railcar tank. The Wood 
River fire chief said the 18,000-gallon spill was reported just after 9 p.m. on December 
11, and it was cleaned up by 3:45 a.m. on December 12, when the department left the 
plant. He said the plant is continuing its investigation into the spill’s cause. According 
to the fire chief, plant employees and several hazmat teams cleaned up the ethanol by 
putting distiller’s grains on it to absorb it. The spill did not leave the plant’s property, 
and no one was injured. The spill occurred at the rail loading area on the plant’s west 
side. Rail traffic within a mile of the plant was shut down, and traffic on Highway 30 
was detoured for four hours. He said the cleanup effort was aided by low temperatures, 
which kept the ethanol from vaporizing into its more flammable gaseous state. The 
state Department of Environmental Quality assisted on the scene with air quality 
monitoring. The plant, which opened in June 2008, is owned by BioFuel Energy Corp. 
of Denver and produces about 115 million gallons of ethanol per year. 
Source: 
http://www.theindependent.com/articles/2009/12/12/news/local/doc4b247ac66866c493
223847.txt 

http://yosemite.epa.gov/opa/admpress.nsf/0/6A6E6FFAF266B9498525768D0001C212
http://www.theindependent.com/articles/2009/12/12/news/local/doc4b247ac66866c493223847.txt
http://www.theindependent.com/articles/2009/12/12/news/local/doc4b247ac66866c493223847.txt
http://www.upstatetoday.com/news/2009/dec/14/large-fuel-tanks-removed-following-fire-seneca/
http://www.upstatetoday.com/news/2009/dec/14/large-fuel-tanks-removed-following-fire-seneca/
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[Return to top]  

Chemical Industry Sector 

7. December 14, Athens Banner-Herald – (Georgia) Truck carrying detergent chemical 
wrecks, closing Oconee highway. Georgia Department of Transportation (DOT) 
closed a section of Georgia Highway 53 near Oconee County High School Monday 
morning while workers clean up material that was spilled when a tanker truck 
overturned. Both lanes of the road are expected to remain closed for about 10 hours 
Monday, said a DOT spokeswoman. The spill happened about 9:30 a.m. west of Union 
Church Road, and Pope. The tractor-trailer truck was heading east on Hog Mountain 
Road when the driver ran off the road, overcorrected and flipped his truck, according to 
authorities at the crash site. The driver, who has yet to be identified, was taken to 
Athens Regional Medical Center with non-life-threatening injuries, authorities said. 
The truck came to the rest partially in the roadway and partially in a field that the 
Athens YWCO recently bought as the site for a new family center. The truck was 
carrying about 5,000 gallons of LSAS, a liquid detergent used in making the powder 
form of Tide detergent. Most of the potentially hazardous material is still contained in 
the tanker. No evacuations were ordered. Hazmats cleanup crews and officials from the 
state Environmental Protection Division have arrived at the crash site to begin the 
cleanup. 
Source: http://onlineathens.com/stories/121409/bre_535658425.shtml 

For another story, see item 18  
 
[Return to top]  

Nuclear Reactors, Materials and Waste Sector 

8. December 15, New London Day – (Connecticut; Virginia) Millstone cited by NRC for 
‘isolated’ violations at plant. Dominion has fired a government affairs coordinator at 
Millstone Power Station in Waterford, Connecticut who took an annual training test for 
her supervisor without his knowledge. According to a report issued Monday by the 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission, the female coordinator completed computer-based 
“Plant Access Training” on April 17 by logging in under her supervisor’s identity to 
complete the training for him. Every employee who is authorized to enter Millstone’s 
“protected area” where the reactors are located is required to requalify every year for 
access to that area by completing computer-based training, said a spokesman for 
Dominion. The training is mandatory for every employee in the protected area. In a 
separate incident, the Virginia-based parent company of Dominion Nuclear 
Connecticut, which owns Millstone, has also banned from any company site a contract 
worker who last year twice lied about a past arrest on federal self-disclosure forms. The 
forms are required of employees working at the nuclear power complex during reactor 
refueling. 
Source: http://www.theday.com/article/20091215/BIZ02/312159912/-1/BIZ 

http://onlineathens.com/stories/121409/bre_535658425.shtml
http://www.theday.com/article/20091215/BIZ02/312159912/-1/BIZ
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9. December 13, Middletown Times Herald Record – (New York) 37 sirens flunk 
emergency test at Indian Point. A total of 37 emergency sirens failed last week 
during a test of the emergency notification system at the Indian Point nuclear power 
plant. The result constitutes a 21.5 percent failure for the system. The test on December 
9 was triggered using a battery backup method. The battery and cell trigger system 
worked with 100 percent success later in the day. Officials at Indian Point and 
inspectors from the Nuclear Regulatory Commission were meeting last week to 
determine why the battery backup method had failed. 
Source: 
http://www.recordonline.com/apps/pbcs.dll/article?AID=/20091213/NEWS/912139996 

For another story, see item 22  
 
[Return to top]  

Critical Manufacturing Sector 
 

Nothing to report 
 
[Return to top]  

Defense Industrial Base Sector 

10. December 15, Marine Corps Times – (National) Corps considering a range of 
rucks. Marine officials will begin field testing possible replacements for the Corps’ 
standard ruck as early as spring, having already identified at least five options for 
improving the pack that combat-tested leathernecks have deemed “completely 
unacceptable.” The goal is to know what the new pack will look like by the end of 
2010, said the head of the Corps’ infantry combat equipment systems. The Corps has 
scheduled an industry day for the end of January, at which commercial vendors from 
across the country will demonstrate products to address shortcomings with the service’s 
Individual Load Bearing Equipment pack, which was approved in 2004 before the 
proliferation of improvised explosive devices prompted the development of beefier 
body armor. Marines surveyed by the Corps earlier this year said the pack does not 
work well with their armor, noting also that it causes chafing and pain in their knees, 
back and shoulders. Ultimately, they graded it “completely unacceptable.” 
Source: http://www.marinecorpstimes.com/news/2009/12/marine_newpack_121409/ 

[Return to top]  

Banking and Finance Sector 

11. December 15, Washington Post – (National) Citigroup, Wells Fargo to repay 
bailouts. The federal government continued to wind down its bailout of the nation’s 
biggest banks on December 14, reaching an agreement to eliminate its stakes in 
Citigroup and Wells Fargo. The willingness of banking regulators to strike a deal with 

http://www.recordonline.com/apps/pbcs.dll/article?AID=/20091213/NEWS/912139996
http://www.marinecorpstimes.com/news/2009/12/marine_newpack_121409/
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the two firms — both of which continue to face serious problems — underscored the 
eagerness of both sides to end an extraordinary period of federal support for the 
financial industry. Banks have chafed at some of the conditions placed on the federal 
rescue money, such as limits on executive pay, while the administration has been 
criticized for using taxpayer funds to bail out Wall Street. All nine of the major banks 
that took bailout funds in October 2008 have repaid their federal loans. Citigroup’s 
departure will come in two phases. First, the company will raise money from investors 
to repay $20 billion in government loans as soon as possible. Then the Treasury 
Department plans to sell the shares it holds in Citigroup, which it bought for $25 
billion, in chunks over the next year. The government required Citigroup to replace its 
federal aid dollar for dollar with money from private investors, a much tougher 
condition than was imposed on other banks, to ensure that the company has enough 
money in reserve to weather its problems, a government official said. Just hours after 
that announcement, Wells Fargo stated it would repay its $25 billion in federal aid 
partly by raising $10.4 billion in a stock offering. Executives stressed that the company 
has delivered $1.4 billion worth of dividends to the government. 
Source: http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-
dyn/content/article/2009/12/14/AR2009121400629.html?nav=rss_business 

For another story, see item 34  
 
[Return to top]  

Transportation Sector 

12. December 15, Wall Street Journal – (North Carolina) Safety officials probe American 
Airlines jet’s botched landing. An American Airlines jet scraped a wingtip and 
partially veered off the runway while landing in poor visibility Sunday night at 
Charlotte, North Carolina and federal air-safety regulators are looking into why it took 
the carrier four hours to notify them about the event. While none of the crew or the 110 
passengers aboard Flight 1402 was injured, the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) 
is treating the event as an accident. On Monday, an FAA spokeswoman said 
American’s timing in notifying the agency “is part of the investigation.” Investigators 
are also scrutinizing the pilots’ decision-making, according to government investigators 
and pilots familiar with the details.She said the carrier reported it to the appropriate 
FAA officials “in a timely manner that is consistent with past practices,” and is 
cooperating with federal experts to determine exactly what happened. Investigators 
from the FAA and the National Transportation Safety Board, among other things, are 
expected to look at whether fatigue may have played a role in the performance of the 
pilots. They had been on duty for some 14 hours before the botched landing, according 
to preliminary internal airline data. The pilots apparently switched off the autopilot — 
which they believed was not working correctly — and decided to manually land the 
aircraft at a point where the McDonnell-Douglas MD-80 series jet already may have 
been too close to the runway, according to the government investigators and pilots 
familiar with the details. 
Source: 

http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/content/article/2009/12/14/AR2009121400629.html?nav=rss_business
http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/content/article/2009/12/14/AR2009121400629.html?nav=rss_business
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http://online.wsj.com/article/SB126084959657591657.html?mod=WSJ_hpp_sections_
news 

13. December 15, Justice News Flash – (Arkansas) Airline may be fined $4 million for 
failing to adhere to FAA standards. Regulators from the Federal Aviation 
Administration (FAA) are fining Spitfire Aviation Services LLC of Fayetteville, 
Arkansas $4 million for failing to adhere to several required FAA standards since 2005. 
From November 2005 to October 2007, this particular aviation company was allegedly 
noted for making over 790 flights without the FAA-administered certification and 
lacked a legitimate pilot-training program, as reported by the Wall Street Journal. It 
was also reported that over one-third of these charter flights were being operated by an 
unlicensed pilot. In this time frame, the company allegedly did not have the FAA 
operational standards that would qualify the airline to carry passengers on revenue 
flights. According to the FAA, Spitfire Aviation is also being fined due to its lack of an 
FAA approved system of drug testing employees, as well as keeping up the required 
level of maintenance instilled in FAA policies. In December 2006, the company’s 
Beechcraft Bonanza aircraft, operated by an unlicensed pilot, crashed near the 
Fayetteville Municipal Airport. This fatal plane crash resulted with the death of the 
pilot and injured three passengers. 
Source: http://www.justicenewsflash.com/2009/12/15/airline-fined-4-million-failing-
adhere-faa-standards_200912152699.html 

14. December 14, Santa Barbara and Goleta Noozhawk – (California) Equipment repair, 
weather ground passengers at Santa Barbara Airport. Bad weather and landing 
equipment scheduled for repair forced Santa Barbara Airport passengers to be rerouted 
and rescheduled over the weekend. On Thursday, the Federal Aviation Administration 
took the airport’s instrument landing system offline because an antenna was 
malfunctioning. The part was ordered and was expected to come in Monday, December 
14, the airport director said. The director said she wasn’t sure how many flights were 
diverted to other airports over the weekend, and that the lag time waiting for the part to 
come in and the low fog and cloud cover created a “perfect storm” for flights, keeping 
them from leaving or landing on the runway. “When you have weather where the 
clouds are 800 feet above the ground and the commercial aircraft needs that system to 
land ... it was the worst possible time for that to happen,” the director said. Airport 
officials will need to do flight checks with the instruments, but the director said she 
expects the instrument landing system to be up and running by Thursday. 
Source: 
http://www.noozhawk.com/local_news/article/121409_equipment_repair_santa_barbar
a_airport_update/ 

For more stories, see items 3, 6, and 7  
 
[Return to top]  

Postal and Shipping Sector 
 

http://www.justicenewsflash.com/2009/12/15/airline-fined-4-million-failing-adhere-faa-standards_200912152699.html
http://www.justicenewsflash.com/2009/12/15/airline-fined-4-million-failing-adhere-faa-standards_200912152699.html
http://www.noozhawk.com/local_news/article/121409_equipment_repair_santa_barbara_airport_update/
http://www.noozhawk.com/local_news/article/121409_equipment_repair_santa_barbara_airport_update/
http://online.wsj.com/article/SB126084959657591657.html?mod=WSJ_hpp_sections_news
http://online.wsj.com/article/SB126084959657591657.html?mod=WSJ_hpp_sections_news
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Nothing to report 
 
[Return to top]  

Agriculture and Food Sector 

15. December 14, Homeland Security News Wire – (Virginia) FDA bars Virginia seafood 
dealer from importing food for 20 years. In the Food & Drug Administration’s 
(FDA) first debarment of a food importer, Virginia Star Seafood Corporation of 
Fairfax, Virginia, the agency imposed a 20-year penalty on a Virginia businessman 
who participated in a conspiracy to sell frozen catfish fillets falsely labeled as sole, 
grouper, flounder, snakehead, channa, and other species of fish to avoid paying federal 
import tariff. The man was sentenced to five years in prison for his role in a conspiracy 
to import catfish from Vietnam for fraudulent sale to avoid paying federal import tariffs 
has been barred from importing articles of food or offering such articles for import into 
the United States for the next twenty years, the FDA said. In addition to his prison 
sentence, the court ordered the man to forfeit more than $12 million to reimburse the 
government for anti-dumping duties. “The FDA will use its debarment authority to 
protect the safety and integrity of the American food supply,” said the acting associate 
commissioner for regulatory affairs. The conspiracy involved more than ten million 
pounds of frozen catfish fillets from Vietnam.  
Source: http://homelandsecuritynewswire.com/fda-bars-virginia-seafood-dealer-
importing-food-20-years 

16. December 14, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency – (National) President Obama’s 
Great Lakes Restoration Initiative funding to be used for immediate Asian Carp 
control measures. The Great Lakes Inter-agency Task Force chair and a U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) administrator announced on December 14 
$13 million in federal funding to prevent Asian carp from migrating further toward the 
Great Lakes. The President has made restoring the Great Lakes a national priority. In 
February 2009, he proposed $475 million for a Great Lakes Restoration Initiative, an 
unprecedented investment in the nation’s largest fresh surface water ecosystem. 
Congress approved that funding level and the President signed it into law in October. 
The funding for immediate carp control measures would come from the $475 million 
initiative. 
Source: 
http://yosemite.epa.gov/opa/admpress.nsf/0/911A7223FB88ADA18525768C00721FF8 

17. December 11, Slashfood.com – (Missouri) Sonic manager arrested on charges of 
cooking meth at restaurant. An employee was cooking up more than just extra long 
chili cheese hot dogs at a Sonic restaurant in Missouri — police say he was cooking up 
methamphetamine. Police arrived at a Sonic drive-in, about 115 miles south of Saint 
Louis, shortly before 2 a.m. on Thursday to discover a shift manager allegedly 
attempting to whip up a batch of meth in the restaurant, the Associated Press reports. 
The employee has been charged with second-degree burglary and an attempt to 
manufacture a controlled substance. “The health department is making them [Sonic 

http://homelandsecuritynewswire.com/fda-bars-virginia-seafood-dealer-importing-food-20-years
http://homelandsecuritynewswire.com/fda-bars-virginia-seafood-dealer-importing-food-20-years
http://yosemite.epa.gov/opa/admpress.nsf/0/911A7223FB88ADA18525768C00721FF8
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employees] throw away everything from sugar packets and straws to food and making 
them thoroughly clean the facility,” a Cape Girardeau police sergeant told Slashfood on 
Friday. Police said that the employee had worked the night shift and then came back 
after the restaurant had closed. Officers rushed to the scene when the burglar alarm was 
triggered and found the 27-year old inside, wearing his Sonic uniform. 
Source: http://www.slashfood.com/2009/12/11/sonic-meth-
bust/?icid=main|search1|dl5|link5|http://www.slashfood.com/2009/12/11/sonic-meth-
bust/ 

[Return to top]  

Water Sector 

18. December 15, Aspen Times – (Colorado) Aspen’s caustic soda release leads to 
fines. A botched release of caustic soda at Aspen’s water treatment plant last month has 
resulted in more than $100,000 in damages and fines. On November 27, 1,500 gallons 
of caustic soda was released to clean and scour sewer lines. The water treatment plant 
began the discharge at 10:15 a.m. at seven gallons a minute. Throughout the early part 
of the day, concentration levels rose at acceptable levels, according to a water treatment 
supervisor. By 2 p.m. the concentration levels jumped to unacceptable levels for 
reasons unknown. “The city immediately stopped the controlled release while levels at 
ACSD facilities continued to rise,” he wrote in a memo to the city council. Also as a 
result of the high levels, the district experienced damage to its treatment facilities. The 
state health department has fined the city $30,339 for “treatment violations.” The city 
previously decided to switch from chlorine gas, which can be dangerous, to a less 
harmful liquid chlorine bleach in its water treatment. As a result, it meant removing a 
chlorine scrubber that uses caustic soda to neutralize a chlorine gas release. When the 
scrubber was removed to make room for liquid bleach storage, the remaining caustic 
soda was supposed to be disposed of. It could have been shipped off-site or sold to 
another facility, or it could slowly be released to the sanitary sewer for dilution over the 
more than 3 miles of pipe to the wastewater treatment plant. The city had received 
permission for the discharge and had used the same method in 2003 without any 
damage to the treatment plant, according to the supervisor. 
Source: 
http://www.aspentimes.com/article/20091215/NEWS/912149977/1077&ParentProfile=
1058 

19. December 14, Water Technology Online – (National) Tap water report reveals best 
and worst supplies. A report from the Environmental Working Group has been 
released ranking the top 100 (those serving a population over 250,000) water supplies. 
The report based its findings on the “total number of chemicals detected as of 2004; the 
percentage of chemicals found of those tested; and the highest average level for an 
individual pollutant, relative to legal limits or national average amounts, including for 
the most common pollutants (disinfection byproducts, nitrate and arsenic).” Pensacola, 
Florida, was ranked at the bottom of the list and was found to have the highest amount 
of pollutants and chemicals. Arlington, Texas, was ranked in the top spot and had the 

http://www.aspentimes.com/article/20091215/NEWS/912149977/1077&ParentProfile=1058
http://www.aspentimes.com/article/20091215/NEWS/912149977/1077&ParentProfile=1058
http://www.slashfood.com/2009/12/11/sonic-meth-bust/?icid=main|search1|dl5|link5|
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least amount. 
Source: http://watertechonline.com/news.asp?N_ID=73101 

20. December 14, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency – (California) U.S. EPA and the 
Port of Stockton agree on improved management of storm water discharges to the 
San Joaquin River. The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has reached an 
agreement with California’s Port of Stockton to correct deficiencies in the port’s storm 
water program in an effort to bring it into compliance with the Clean Water Act and 
improve water quality in the San Joaquin River. In a 2008 audit of the ports storm 
water management and control systems, the U.S. EPA and the Central Valley Regional 
Water Quality Control Board found deficiencies with the port’s permit program 
concerning construction and industrial oversight, municipal operations, standard 
development, and toxicity monitoring. Discharges from the port’s sewer system flow 
directly or indirectly to the San Joaquin River. Under the agreement, the port is to 
improve its toxicity testing program, oversight of industrial tenants and construction 
sites, and management practices for pesticide storage, catch basins, sumps, storm water 
retention basins, and street sweeping by July 1, 2010. Through its Ports Initiative, the 
EPA’s Pacific Southwest regional office is evaluating storm water management at 
various ports. This effort involves both individual inspections of port tenants and audits 
of the municipal storm water programs implemented by the ports. The initiative aims to 
improve water quality by working with facilities to bring them into compliance and 
collaborating with states to improve storm water permits for ports.  
Source: 
http://yosemite.epa.gov/opa/admpress.nsf/0/AAC3009FB36E520A8525768C0064EBE
3 

21. December 14, Lower Columbia Daily News – (Washington) Ruptured water main 
prompts boil-water order in Kalama; no school Tuesday. A ruptured water main 
drained Kalama’s reservoir dry Monday morning, leaving most of the city’s residents 
without water for several hours and shutting down schools and some businesses. Water 
was restored to about half the 2,500 affected customers by midmorning, but schools 
will remain closed Monday while health officials confirm water is safe, the school 
superintendent said. A boil-water order is expected to remain in effect until at least late 
Tuesday as health department officials test water samples to verify that no 
contamination got into the empty pipes. As of 4:30 p.m. Monday, all but about 100 city 
water customers had running water, said the public works director who expected all 
remaining customers to be back in service by Monday evening. Firefighters discovered 
the broken section of pipe underneath the Meeker Drive Bridge early Monday morning, 
hours after the city reservoir had already run dry. The director believes the water main 
froze and cracked around 9 p.m. Sunday, but officials did not learn about the depleted 
reservoir for several hours. Even then, it took an exhaustive search by public works 
crews and firefighters to pinpoint the break in the water system. “We went from having 
a full reservoir to an empty reservoir by 2 o’clock this morning,” he said. Monday 
morning, public works crews valved off the broken section of pipe and temporarily re-
routed the water flow while the old pipe is either repaired or replaced. About a 20-foot-
long section of the water main was cracked along its entire length. He said the city has 

http://yosemite.epa.gov/opa/admpress.nsf/0/AAC3009FB36E520A8525768C0064EBE3
http://yosemite.epa.gov/opa/admpress.nsf/0/AAC3009FB36E520A8525768C0064EBE3
http://watertechonline.com/news.asp?N_ID=73101
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been running only on its million-gallon reservoir while its two-million-gallon reservoir 
is being painted. In addition, a system that alerts officials when reservoir levels are low 
was not working. Because the break occurred at night, the reservoir had more time to 
empty before officials realized something was wrong. The loss of water disrupted 
schools and businesses throughout Kalama. 
Source: http://www.tdn.com/news/local/article_3e662aba-e8cb-11de-a06c-
001cc4c03286.html 

[Return to top]  

Public Health and Healthcare Sector 

22. December 15, Los Angeles Times – (National) Overuse of CT scans will lead to new 
cancer deaths, a study shows. Widespread overuse of CT scans and variations in 
radiation doses caused by different machines — operated by technicians following an 
array of procedures — are subjecting patients to high radiation doses that will 
ultimately lead to tens of thousands of new cancer cases and deaths, researchers 
reported Tuesday. Several recent studies have suggested that patients have been 
unnecessarily exposed to radiation from CTs or have received excessive amounts, but 
two new studies published Tuesday in the Archives of Internal Medicine are the first to 
quantify the extent of exposure and the related risks. Each year that current scanners are 
used, researchers reported, 14,500 deaths could result. In one study, researchers from 
UC San Francisco found that the same imaging procedure performed at different 
institutions — or even on different machines at the same hospital — can yield a 13-fold 
difference in radiation dose, potentially exposing some patients to inordinately high 
risk. While a normal CT scan of the chest is the equivalent of about 100 chest X-rays, 
the team found that some scanners were giving the equivalent of 440 conventional X-
rays. The absolute risk may be small for any single patient, but the sheer number of CT 
scans — more than 70 million per year, 23 times the number in 1980 — will produce a 
sharp increase in cancers and deaths, experts said. 
Source: http://www.latimes.com/news/nation-and-world/la-sci-ct-scans15-
2009dec15,0,3370000.story?track=rss 

23. December 15, Foster’s Daily Democrat – (New Hampshire) State health investigators 
looking into lab operations, record keeping in wake of WDH data breach. At the 
direction of a federal agency, state health investigators have been at Wentworth-
Douglass Hospital since last week after two doctors questioned whether their contract 
was not renewed because they pushed for disclosure of a patient privacy breach. A 
spokeswoman for the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS), said the 
investigation is covering hospital operations and “various facets” of the pathology lab, 
which is part of the hospital but run by the contracted Piscataqua Pathology Associates. 
“The surveyors will be looking at various facets of lab operations, including general lab 
systems, quality control, quality assurance, patient confidentiality and general 
administration,” she said. “These are areas of federal law and federal requirements 
necessary for the lab to receive federal reimbursement for services related to Medicare 
and Medicaid patients.” CMS also authorized state Department of Health and Human 

http://www.latimes.com/news/nation-and-world/la-sci-ct-scans15-2009dec15,0,3370000.story?track=rss
http://www.latimes.com/news/nation-and-world/la-sci-ct-scans15-2009dec15,0,3370000.story?track=rss
http://www.tdn.com/news/local/article_3e662aba-e8cb-11de-a06c-001cc4c03286.html
http://www.tdn.com/news/local/article_3e662aba-e8cb-11de-a06c-001cc4c03286.html
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Services surveyors to “do a survey of hospital operations looking specifically at the 
areas of medical-record keeping, quality assurance and patients’ rights,” she said. The 
agency has given surveyors 30 days to complete its task. 
Source: 
http://www.fosters.com/apps/pbcs.dll/article?AID=/20091215/GJNEWS_01/71215994
9 

24. December 15, Baltimore Sun – (National) Crucial vaccine being ignored. While a 
nationwide push for vaccination against swine and seasonal flu has led to long lines for 
shots, another vaccine against a common and deadly flu complication — pneumonia — 
has not gotten to many of the people most at risk. Most babies get the pneumococcal 
vaccine, but only two-thirds of seniors, who generally are the hardest hit by flu each 
year, get their recommended dose. And vaccines get to only one-third of older children 
and adults with health problems such as heart or lung disease or diabetes who have had 
a hard time with swine flu, according to the federal Centers for Disease Control and 
Prevention. Public health officials say the pneumonia vaccine suffers from a lack of 
advertising and that many doctors might not know which of their patients should have 
the vaccine. Sometimes the recommendations change. The CDC, for example, recently 
began advising that adult smokers and people with asthma get vaccinated. 
Source: http://www.baltimoresun.com/health/bal-
md.hs.pneumonia15dec15,0,6044350.story 

[Return to top]  

Government Facilities Sector 

25. December 14, MyCentralJersey.com – (New Jersey) Arrests won’t prompt security 
changes at Bridgewater-Raritan High School, officials say. The school 
superintendent said no changes in security methods at Bridgewater-Raritan High 
School are being planned in the aftermath of an alleged threat of an armed attack at the 
school. “There was no breach of security,” the superintendent said on Monday. 
However, he said a district plan adopted last year calls for continuing reviews of 
campus security. The high school was closed Friday after officials received a tip from a 
student that a high-school junior was planning a “Columbine” style attack, authorities 
said. No weapons or explosives were found during a search of the building conducted 
on Thursday, authorities said. The school on Monday resumed its normal schedule. 
School officials and authorities said the tip led to last Thursday’s arrest of a 16-year-old 
from the township who the county prosecutor’s office said allegedly was planning an 
attack for Monday at the high school. A second township juvenile, a 17-year-old senior 
at Immaculata High School in Somerville, was arrested on Friday, December 11, in 
connection with the alleged planned attack, according to the county prosecutor’s office. 
“For years, we’ve promoted the hope that students who have knowledge of any 
possible threat to the well being of the school, report that information to a school 
official,” the Bridgewater-Raritan High School principal said in a news release. 
“Information provided by a student allowed the school to move forward with a swift 
investigation,” he said in the release. 

http://www.baltimoresun.com/health/bal-md.hs.pneumonia15dec15,0,6044350.story
http://www.baltimoresun.com/health/bal-md.hs.pneumonia15dec15,0,6044350.story
http://www.fosters.com/apps/pbcs.dll/article?AID=/20091215/GJNEWS_01/712159949
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Source: http://www.mycentraljersey.com/article/20091214/NEWS/912140360/-
1/newsfront/Arrests-won-t-prompt-security-changes-at-Bridgewater-Raritan-High-
School-officials-say 

26. December 14, Associated Press – (California) DMV office closed after pepper spray 
attack. Authorities closed a Department of Motor Vehicles office in Santa Rosa for the 
day after two men were targeted in a pepper spray attack. The California Highway 
Patrol says the attack around 10:30 a.m. Monday took place after a confrontation in the 
parking lot. The CHP says the two victimes were taken to a local hospital with 
respiratory problems and burning eyes after being sprayed by a man described as 
wearing a hooded dark sweatshirt. The suspect disappeared into the surrounding 
neighborhood. A CHP spokesman says the victims are believed to have known their 
assailant, but are not cooperating with investigators. Authorities say there were about 
60 people in the office at the time. 
Source: http://www.ktvn.com/Global/story.asp?S=11676951 

27. December 14, Associated Press – (Massachusetts) Boston students sickened by 
accidental gas release. About three dozen Boston charter school students have been 
checked out at hospitals after being sickened by natural gas fumes. A Boston fire 
department spokesman says a maintenance worker inadvertently opened a natural gas 
line next to the ventilation system Monday morning, blasting fumes into the Excel 
Academy Charter School building in East Boston. The school was evacuated at around 
10 a.m. while firefighters and utility workers sought the source of the gas. A 
spokeswoman for Boston Emergency Medical Services says 34 students between 9- 
and 12-years-old were taken to four area hospitals, suffering from minor nausea, 
dizziness and scratchy throats. Some were given oxygen at the scene. All have been 
released. 
Source: http://www.dailycomet.com/article/20091214/APN/912142076?tc=ar 

28. December 13, Washington Post – (International) Pakistan focuses on recruiter in plot 
to kill U.S. troops. Pakistani authorities Saturday zeroed in on the alleged mastermind 
of a plot to send five Northern Virginia men to Afghanistan to kill U.S. troops, saying 
they hope the case could help unravel an extensive network of terrorist recruiters who 
scour the Internet for radicalized young men. Investigators said they were hunting for a 
shadowy insurgent figure known as “Saifullah”, who invited the men to Pakistan after 
first discovering them when one made comments approving of terror attacks on the 
Internet video site YouTube. “Saifullah” guided the men after they were in Pakistan, 
attempting to help them reach the remote area in Pakistan’s tribal belt that is home to 
al-Qaida and its terrorist training camps. But a Pakistani intelligence official briefed on 
the case said Saturday that “Saifullah” was unsuccessful in convincing al-Qaida 
commanders that the men were not part of a CIA plot to infiltrate the terrorist network. 
Would-be American recruits are treated by al-Qaida with special scrutiny, analysts said. 
But they are also considered enormously appealing to the group because of their 
potential to access U.S. targets and because of their propaganda value. 
Source: http://www.montereyherald.com/news/ci_13988915 

http://www.ktvn.com/Global/story.asp?S=11676951
http://www.dailycomet.com/article/20091214/APN/912142076?tc=ar
http://www.montereyherald.com/news/ci_13988915
http://www.mycentraljersey.com/article/20091214/NEWS/912140360/-1/newsfront/Arrests-won-t-prompt-security-changes-at-Bridgewater-Raritan-High-School-officials-say
http://www.mycentraljersey.com/article/20091214/NEWS/912140360/-1/newsfront/Arrests-won-t-prompt-security-changes-at-Bridgewater-Raritan-High-School-officials-say
http://www.mycentraljersey.com/article/20091214/NEWS/912140360/-1/newsfront/Arrests-won-t-prompt-security-changes-at-Bridgewater-Raritan-High-School-officials-say
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For more stories, see items 31 and 39  
 
[Return to top]  

Emergency Services Sector 

29. December 15, Pittsburgh Tribune-Review – (Pennsylvania) Emergency call center 
couldn’t keep up on icy morning. About 8 a.m. Sunday, shortly after the Volkswagen 
skidded across the road in front of his house, a man called 911. Or, rather, he tried to. 
“It would ring, there was a lot of static on the line, and then there was a busy signal,” 
said the 53 year-old man of O’Hara, Pennsylvania. At the other end of the line, about 
40 workers were struggling through one of the busiest hours ever at Allegheny 
County’s 911 dispatch center. As hundreds of cars slid out of control on ice-slicked 
roads, drivers’ and neighbors’ calls for help swamped the Point Breeze dispatch center 
at the rate of about 17 calls per minute from 8 to 9 a.m. Those were just the ones that 
got through. An undetermined number, like the 53 year-old man, never got through. 
Extra help was not available. The conditions that caused so many people to call — 
iced-over roads, streets clogged with wrecks and highways shut down by emergency 
responders — made it too dangerous to bring in reinforcements, the county’s 911 
communications manager said. 
Source: http://www.pittsburghlive.com/x/pittsburghtrib/news/pittsburgh/s_657738.html 

30. December 15, Los Angeles Times – (California) LAPD did not properly track 
millions in spending, audit finds. The Los Angeles Police Department (LAPD) failed 
to adequately track the spending of millions of dollars in taxpayer money and 
frequently neglected to adhere to city policies on hiring vendors, an internal department 
audit found. The audit examined 102 transactions made over a 12-month period in 2007 
and 2008 — a slice of the more than $60 million in purchases of goods and services 
made in that period — and found a multitude of gaps in oversight. The report did not 
allege any fraud. A member of the civilian Police Commission that oversees the LAPD 
called the findings “disturbing” and said the report left unclear whether the problems 
cited had been sufficiently remedied. The commission is scheduled to discuss the audit 
at a meeting Tuesday morning. When confronted by auditors, department employees 
could not produce required receipts for more than half of the transactions in the audit. 
The undocumented purchases totaled about $2.6 million and left open the question of 
whether the goods and services that the department paid for were ever received. Also, 
auditors found purchases that had not gone through the multiple levels of approval 
called for in department policies. For one $2.4-million purchase made by the 
department’s Emergency Command Control Communications Systems division, the 
commanding officer had signed a blank approval form that did not indicate what was 
purchased or at what price. And, in about 10 percent of the orders the commanding 
officer did not sign the required form at all. 
Source: http://www.latimes.com/news/local/la-me-lapd-audit15-
2009dec15,0,111517.story 

http://www.pittsburghlive.com/x/pittsburghtrib/news/pittsburgh/s_657738.html
http://www.latimes.com/news/local/la-me-lapd-audit15-2009dec15,0,111517.story
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31. December 15, Cleveland Plain-Dealer – (Ohio) Police dogs searching the Justice 
Center in Cleveland after a bomb threat. Someone called the Cuyahoga County 
Sheriff’s Office Tuesday morning and said “there’s a bomb in the courthouse,” and 
hung up, a spokesman said. The building has not been evacuated. Dogs are searching 
the building that houses the County Jail, Cleveland Municipal Court, Cuyahoga County 
Common Pleas Court, the sheriff’s office, and the headquarters of the Cleveland Police 
Department. 
Source: http://blog.cleveland.com/metro/2009/12/police_dogs_searching_the_just.html 

[Return to top]  

Information Technology Sector 

32. December 15, Homeland Security News Wire – (International) US, Russia begin talks 
on cyberspace security. The United States has begun talks with Russia and a UN arms 
control committee about strengthening Internet security and limiting military use of 
cyberspace. AFP reports that the New York Times, citing officials familiar with the 
talks, said U.S. and Russian officials have different interpretations of the talks, but the 
mere fact that the Washington is participating represents a significant policy shift after 
years of rejecting Russia’s overtures. Officials argue the administration of the U.S. 
President realized that more nations were developing cyberweapons and that a new 
approach was needed to blunt an international arms race, the report said. The deputy 
director of the Institute of Information Security in Moscow said the Russian view was 
that the U.S. position on Internet security had shifted perceptibly in recent months. He 
characterized this new round of discussions as the opening of negotiations between 
Russia and the United States on a possible disarmament treaty for cyberspace, 
something Russia has long sought but the United States has resisted, the report said. 
“The talks took place in a good atmosphere,” The Times quoted him as saying. “And 
they agreed to continue this process. There are positive movements.” A State 
Department official, who requested anonymity, disputed the Russian characterization of 
the U.S. position, the Times noted. While the Russians have continued to focus on 
treaties that may restrict weapons development, the United States is hoping to use the 
talks to increase international cooperation in opposing Internet crime. 
Source: http://homelandsecuritynewswire.com/us-russia-begin-talks-cyberspace-
security 

33. December 15, Infosecurity – (International) Google Chrome in anonymity 
blunder. The latest version of the Google Chrome browser is negating the efforts of 
anonymous browsing services to protect users’ identities, according to bug reports. 
Google Chrome is ignoring the need for anonymous browsing services such as Tor to 
route DNS queries through a proxy server. Instead, it is routing queries from the local 
network, giving away the identity and location of computers that the users think are 
anonymous. Tor, developed by an MIT academic, is an anonymous browsing service 
that passes packets — including DNS queries — through a series of participating 
anonymous browsing servers in a bid to hide their identity from network snoopers. A 
computer making a request via the service sends a DNS request — which resolves a 

http://blog.cleveland.com/metro/2009/12/police_dogs_searching_the_just.html
http://homelandsecuritynewswire.com/us-russia-begin-talks-cyberspace-security
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domain name to an IP address — through this system. This hides the originating 
address of the DNS query. However, if the DNS query is made directly from the 
network, the identity is visible. There are suggestions on the Google developer site that 
the issue may be caused by the Google Chrome DNS pre-fetching service, which is 
designed to speed up web requests. Some commentators are reporting that the DNS 
exposure happens only when this service is turned on, while others suggests that it 
happens regardless when using Google Chrome. 
Source: http://www.infosecurity-us.com/view/5950/google-chrome-in-anonymity-
blunder/ 

34. December 15, CNN – (International) Cyber crime poses threat to e-commerce. The 
past 12 months have been a banner year for cyber crime. And that could be bad news 
for the future of e-commerce. “At current trends, in three or four years people will start 
to think twice about transacting on the Web, individuals and businesses,” said the 
director of the communications law center at the University of Technology Sydney. 
“The way it’s trending now, the Web could be so full of rubbish that people won’t trust 
it,” he said. “That could destroy the potential of the whole knowledge economy, which 
so many developed economies are counting on for the competitive advantage.” 
According to antivirus maker Symantec, 87 percent of e-mail traffic in the past year 
was spam, compared to just under 70 percent in 2008. More than 40 trillion spam 
messages were sent according to Symantec, which monitors about a third of the world’s 
e-mail traffic. That is about 5,000 spam messages for every person on the planet. 
Malware comes in a variety of forms that can search computers for bank information 
and personal details for identity theft, or hijack computers to become foot soldiers in a 
spamming army of zombie “botnets” — often unbeknownst to the owner. The past year 
saw an explosion of individuals on social networking sites such as Facebook having 
their accounts compromised and spam being sent to friends within their network. In this 
way, cyber criminals have made the attacks more personal because they are sending out 
messages appropriating victims’ names, says an Internet safety advisor for Norton, the 
antivirus brand produced by Symantec. “In the past, people felt annoyed by spam, they 
didn’t really feel a sense of being attacked,” she said. “But if your Facebook account is 
hacked, it’s embarrassing.” 
Source: http://edition.cnn.com/2009/TECH/12/13/cybercrime.2009.review/ 

35. December 14, Computerworld – (International) Adobe probes new in-the-wild PDF 
bug. Adobe confirmed late on December 14 that hackers are exploiting a vulnerability 
in the most up-to-date version of its PDF viewing and editing applications. “This 
afternoon, Adobe received reports of a vulnerability in Adobe Reader and Acrobat 9.2 
and earlier versions being exploited in the wild,” said the company’s security program 
manager, on the Adobe’s product security incident response team (PSIRT) blog. “We 
are currently investigating this issue and assessing the risk to our customers.” 
Computerworld searched security mailing lists and sites, including Bugtraq, Full 
Disclosure and milw0rm.com but turned up no reports of exploits in the wild. An 
Adobe representative described why, saying, “The reports came to PSIRT directly from 
partners in the security community. As of this moment, I have not seen any public 
reports aside from the Adobe PSIRT blog post that just went live.” Both individuals 
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promised that Adobe would publish more information of the bug in Reader 9.2 and 
Acrobat 9.2 when they have details from its investigation. 
Source: 
http://www.computerworld.com/s/article/9142280/Adobe_probes_new_in_the_wild_P
DF_bug 

36. December 14, The Register – (International) Google’s reCAPTCHA busted by new 
attack. A security researcher has devised a successful attack on a Google-owned 
system for blocking malicious scripts on web-based email services and other types of 
sites. The attack, described in a paper released on December 12, uses a combination of 
OCR, or optical character recognition, techniques and other methods to break 
reCAPTCHA, a widely used security measure acquired by Google in September. Short 
for Completely Automated Public Turing test to tell Computers and Humans Apart, the 
CAPTCHA is designed to block automated scripts from carrying out certain tasks by 
first requiring users to solve an optical puzzles that aren’t easily cracked by computers. 
A researcher of iSEC Partners said the method had a total success rate of 17.5 percent 
against reCAPTCHA. The rate is significant because of the wide use of botnets by 
spammers and other miscreants. Even a modest-sized network of 10,000 infected 
machines with a success rate of 0.01 percent would yield 10 successes every second. 
That could translate into 864,000 new accounts every day, he said. “Given this, the 
attacker doesn’t have to rebuild a complete set of solutions, just enough to get this 
minimal success rate,” the researcher wrote. A Google spokesman said the data 
collected in the report was collected in early 2008 and did not reflect enhancements 
made to reCAPTCHA since then. 
Source: http://www.theregister.co.uk/2009/12/14/google_recaptcha_busted/ 

For another story, see item 37  
 

Internet Alert Dashboard 

To report cyber infrastructure incidents or to request information, please contact US-CERT at sos@us-cert.gov or 
visit their Web site: http://www.us-cert.gov 
 
Information on IT information sharing and analysis can be found at the IT ISAC (Information Sharing and 
Analysis Center) Web site: https://www.it-isac.org  
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Communications Sector 

37. December 14, Network World – (International) Akamai service to stop data center 
attacks. Akamai Technologies is introducing a cloud-based managed service called 
Web Application Firewall it claims will head off the bulk of Web applications attacks 
before they get inside corporate data centers. Application firewalls within Akamai’s 
network of more than 55,000 servers worldwide weed out the most common 
application exploits including SQL injection, cross-site scripting among others listed by 
the Open Web Application Security Project as the most prevalent. Akamai says the 
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service is compliant with the Web application firewall (WAF) program specified in 
Payment Card Industry standards for Web application firewalls. The service is based on 
the core rule set of the open source ModSecurty Web application firewall, which is 
administered by Breach Security. “It stops the big, bad, well-understood stuff,” says the 
senior vice president of Breach. “Anything more elegant, not findable by a signature, 
you need something more sophisticated. You can only do so much at the edge.” He 
describes the Akamau service as complementary to corporate-based WAFs, but 
valuable because it reduces the amount of traffic the private gear has to filter, and it can 
cut the bandwidth chewed up by malicious traffic. Akamai says it has blocked attacks 
headed at customer networks at 100Gbps, which would be enough to swamp the 
privately owned filtering resources of many businesses. 
Source: http://www.networkworld.com/news/2009/121409-akamai-web-application-
firewall.html 

[Return to top]  

Commercial Facilities Sector 

38. December 15, The State – (South Carolina) Suspicious backpacks checked by bomb 
squad. Two suspicious backpacks left at a downtown Columbia, South Carolina ATM 
turned out to be harmless after the city bomb squad checked them out with its 
$300,000-plus mobile robot. Meanwhile, traffic was blocked off from about 1:30 p.m. 
to 3:30 p.m. on the 1100 block of Main Street. The Washington Square building, which 
houses the city planning and zoning department, was evacuated. It took almost two 
hours from the time the city got a 911 call that suspicious backpacks — they were tied 
together — had been left at the ATM machine for the all-clear to be issued. “The one 
thing we are not going to do is rush a response,” said the director of the city Homeland 
Security department, whose technicians used a mobile robot to assess the threat. A 
Columbia Fire Department hazmat team stood by in case of fire or explosion. Even 
though the contents were determined to be harmless, the director said citizens were 
correct to call 911. 
Source: http://www.thestate.com/local/story/1070884.html 

39. December 14, Associated Press – (Michigan) State offices in Detroit reopen after 
evacuation. Workers have returned to the Cadillac Place building in Detroit’s New 
Center Area after a threat forced a two-hour evacuation. Cadillac Place was evacuated 
about 10:30 a.m. Monday after someone called in a threat to one of the offices in the 
massive building on West Grand Boulevard, west of Woodward. A Michigan State 
Police spokesman says police dogs searched the building, which was reopened about 
12:30 p.m. The former General Motors Building houses state agencies, including the 
southeastern Michigan offices of the governor, attorney general, and state Supreme and 
Appeals courts. 
Source: http://detnews.com/article/20091214/METRO01/912140404/State-offices-in-
Detroit-reopen-after-evacuation 
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National Monuments and Icons Sector 

40. December 14, Press-Enterprise – (California) Humans caused the Sheep Fire, 
investigators say. U.S. Forest Service Investigators say the 7,128-acre Sheep Fire that 
threatened Lytle Creek and Wrightwood in the San Gabriel Mountains, California was 
human-caused and likely arson. The October blaze that took seven days to put out 
destroyed one home and four buildings in an eight-mile swath through the San 
Bernardino National Forest. The remote starting point of the fire, a flat area several 
hundred feet from Lytle Creek and Sheep Canyon roads, lead fire investigators to lean 
toward an arson versus an accidental cause, a Forest Service spokesman said. Now fire 
officials are asking for residents to come forward who may have seen any suspicious 
activity in the area on October 3. Fire investigators have spent the last two months 
analyzing evidence that ruled out the possibility of natural causes of power lines and 
lightning strikes. Investigators have not officially declared it arson or ruled out the 
chance of an accidental cause, the spokesman said. Authorities are still awaiting that 
key piece of evidence that could rule it either way. 
Source: 
http://www.pe.com/localnews/inland/stories/PE_News_Local_S_sheep15.378fe1c.html 

For another story, see item 39  
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Dams Sector 

41. December 15, Winona Daily News – (Minnesota) Rushford levees need $1.1 
million. The levees protecting Rushford, Minnesota, need more than $1.1 million in 
improvements for recertification by the Federal Emergency Management Agency 
(FEMA), city leaders learned Monday night. Digging seepage trenches along 
significant portions of the levee system is among the necessary work, project 
consultants told city council members and more than 20 residents packed into Rushford 
City Hall. Other improvements include raising a section of Hwy. 43 that is part of the 
levee system and slightly increasing the height of another section of the barrier near the 
trail bridge spanning the Root River. The Minnesota Department of Natural Resources 
(DNR) should be able to disperse $230,000 to $240,000 in previously allocated 2007 
disaster funds that have been returned, said the flood damage reduction program 
manager. The DNR already awarded the city more than $280,000 in disaster money to 
pay for the engineering and geotechnical work on the levee, he said. City leaders have 
been anticipating a final report listing costs of upgrades ever since testing in March 
revealed concerns about the levees’ stability. A June report expounded on the topic, 
stating that sandy soil beneath the structures might allow floodwaters to seep beneath 
the levees and erode them from the inside. Digging large, trapezoidal trenches, which 
would be backfilled with a certain type of sand, would lower the underseepage pressure 
and meet FEMA standards, said a geotechnical engineer of American Engineering 
Testing. Rushford levees have until August 2011 to meet federal standards, and they 
are provisionally certified until then. If the levees are not recertified, a large portion of 
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the city would be reclassified as in the flood plain, which would then require owners to 
buy flood insurance, and the city’s wastewater treatment plant would likely need 
improvements or may be required to relocate, the consultants said Monday. 
Source: http://www.winonadailynews.com/news/local/article_8cf56c24-e937-11de-
8087-001cc4c002e0.html 

42. December 15, Knoxville News Sentinel – (Tennessee) TVA plan for dams worries 
residents. Raising the height of Tellico Dam in Tennessee has raised concerns about 
flooding among residents of Tellico Village, the upscale lakefront development in 
Loudon County. But Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA) officials said the project 
would prepare Tellico and three other dams for a catastrophic, worst-case scenario that 
is unlikely to happen. Over the next few weeks, TVA will complete a $6 million project 
that will temporarily raise the height of Tellico, Watts Bar, Fort Loudoun, and 
Cherokee dams until construction begins to permanently raise the structures. TVA 
officials will meet with Tellico Village residents Tuesday night to discuss the project. 
Residents say the temporary structures — wire baskets, lined and filled with sand — 
are unsightly and come dangerously close to the roadway. TVA officials say the 
residents should not worry because the standard for dam heights is based on the largest 
flood possible, an unlikely scenario based on computer modeling that takes into 
account dam height, historic rainfall totals and the size of the reservoir. TVA’s general 
manager of river scheduling said the work would prepare the dams for a “probable 
maximum flood” that would occur only once in 700,000 to 1 million years. 
Source: http://www.knoxnews.com/news/2009/dec/15/tva-plan-for-dams-worries-
residents/ 

43. December 14, Manteca Bulletin – (California) Levees aren’t safe. Manteca, California, 
is about to officially admit flooding from the San Joaquin and Stanislaus rivers is a 
potential problem for some municipal residents. Reclamation District 17 — which 
protects much of the area southwest of Manteca from the two rivers — will receive $76 
million from the state to assist with seepage-related projects to strengthen the levees. 
There is a condition, though. State law requires all affected local governments to 
acknowledge that the levees need to be upgraded to meet current design standards. The 
City Council will consider the resolution during their Tuesday, December 15 meeting. 
The area southwest of Manteca has flooded nine times since 1929. The last time was in 
1997 when nine breaches flooded 70 square miles between Manteca and Tracy causing 
$80 million in losses and damaging more than 600 homes and other buildings. The 
cross-levee that parallels Woodward Avenue west of Airport Way nearly failed in 
1997. Back then, there were just a few homes in the area that would have been flooded. 
Now there are several hundred tract homes in the area. Over a thousand property 
owners southwest of Manteca will find it difficult to build structures of any 
consequence on their land starting in 2015. The California Legislature passed a law in 
2007 that basically restricts building in 200-year floodplains unless levees are 
upgraded. Without levees that are put in place to protect against so-called “200-year 
events” — which refers to the intensity and not the frequency — no one will be able to 
build structures on their property unless it is raised out of the floodplain by placing 

http://www.knoxnews.com/news/2009/dec/15/tva-plan-for-dams-worries-residents/
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them on top of earthen mounds or elevating them using stilts or block. 
Source: http://www.mantecabulletin.com/news/article/9851/ 

44. December 14, Associated Press – (North Dakota) State money approved for 
damaged dam. The governor of North Dakota says the state has committed to 
providing $2.3 million of the estimated $3 million cost of repairing Clausen Springs 
Dam south of Valley City. He says the North Dakota Game and Fish Department will 
provide $1 million and the State Water Commission $1.3 million. The Red River Joint 
Water Resource Board has approved spending up to $500,000 and the Barnes County 
Commission $200,000. The 55 residents of Kathryn were evacuated for a few days last 
April after Sheyenne River flooding began eroding the dam’s spillway six miles west of 
the town. National Guard soldiers in helicopters dropped more than 100 one-ton 
sandbags to shore it up.  
Source: http://www.thedickinsonpress.com/event/apArticle/id/D9CJ59CO2/ 

45. December 14, Monroe News-Star – (Louisiana) Corps postpones inspection of 
Ouachita levee system. The Army Corps of Engineers has postponed its annual 
inspection of the Tensas Basin Levee District system because rains this week have 
saturated the levees. It is the second time the corps postponed the inspection. The first 
time it was postponed because of the unprecedented fall flood. The executive director 
of the Tensas Basin Levee District said corps officials told him the inspection would 
take place when weather permits. This year’s inspection is especially important because 
corps officials have said the system will likely receive an unsatisfactory rating, which 
would ultimately cause the Federal Emergency Management Agency to decertify the 
system. If the system is decertified, virtually all homeowners protected by the levee 
would be required to buy flood insurance. This week’s inspection had been scheduled 
for Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday. The Ouachita River fell below 40-foot flood 
stage last week. The river level Monday was 39.1 feet in Monroe. 
Source: http://www.thenewsstar.com/article/20091214/UPDATES01/91214019 
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